
IN SEARCH OF THE EMPEROR PENGUIN IN SNOW HILL IN
THE MV ORTELIUS
As the name of this Antarctic trip shows, the main objective of this expedition is The Emperor Penguin. We will
come close to the penguin rookeries using helicopters to reach Snow Hill Island. We will walk a well-marked path
through a natural garden of eternal ice 䎴ႀelds. We will also visit the Antarctic Peninsula, crossing the Iceberg
Channel.

 11 days - 10 nights

An extraordinary journey in the footsteps of one of the most beautiful endemic species in Antarctica: the emperor penguin. It is the
largest species of penguin. His head and neck has a black tone by the back, below the neck is white and orange.
Making this amazing trip to Antarctica true is exciting and part of the travel legacy of the Safari expedition to Snow Hill Island. We
will never be completely sure that we will reach our goal in the polar expedition. To make the ideal trip possible we should be
䎶�exible about weather conditions and adjust to them. We intend to visit the Emperor chick's rookeries, as we have done on other
trips. We will see the chicks sitting by the foot of the adults which are protecting them. We will use helicopters to go to the
disembarking area near the rookery (1.2 miles). And walk through a marked path that takes us along a stunning ice garden which
looks like beautiful sculptures. We will witness the moment in which Emperor Penguin adults plunge into the cold sea waters in
quest of food for their chicks.



MV Ortelius In search of the Emperor Penguin (Weddell Sea)
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Day 1 - Starting our Trip to the Antarctic
Before embarking, we will have the opportunity to visit Ushuaia on our own: among the excursions available, we recommend
visiting the Tierra del Fuego National Park to reach Lapataia Bay. We will start our expedition trip on the icebreaker that will cross
the waters of the Beagle Channel heading for the turbulent Drake Passage.

Day 2 to 3 - Crossing the Drake Passage
When crossing the Drake Passage, we will have the opportunity to learn about the biology, the habitat and the behavior of the
Emperor Penguin. Our photographer will help us enjoy to the full the landscape taking into account the special light conditions that
we will 䎴ႀnd during our visit to the penguin rookeries. The Drake Passage, also called the Hoces Sea, divides South America from the
White Continent; it is located between Cape Horn (Chile) and the South Shetland Islands (the Antarctic), connecting the Paci䎴ႀc
Ocean in the west to the Scotia Sea in the east.

Day 4 to 6 - Wildlife Watching in Snow Hill
We will set out for our destination: reach the Snow Hill rookery under the best weather conditions possible. We will depend on the
Captain and Expedition Leader charts, as well as weather reports and satellite images. So we will know where to leave the
icebreaker to start out 䎶�ights in helicopter towards the Emperor Penguin rookery. According to our planned route, we would spend
three days in the rookeries enjoying nature to the full.

Day 7 to 8 - The Antarctic Peninsula
Although our priority is the Emperor Penguin, we will not leave without visiting the Antarctic Peninsula. The route is not always the
same; that is to say, it is never exactly de䎴ႀned since it depends on the weather conditions. We intend to sail along the Iceberg Alley.
This will be a perfect moment to take good pictures of the icebergs. Once into the Iceberg Channel, we will see magni䎴ႀcent ice
sculptures from pure white to deep blue. We will be captivated by a moving silence, unless a glacier ice calves or overturns, and
then all we hear is silence and waves. In our visit to the Peninsula, we will explore the Penguin rookeries under construction. Adélie,
Chinstrap and Gentoo Penguins court, nest and raise their chicks during the southern summer. This trip occurs when these small
penguins pick their partners and the place to nest their young.

Day 9 to 11 - Returning to Ushuaia through the Beagle Channel

We will return by the Drake Passage; the details about this expedition to Snow Hill and the Antarctic Peninsula will be on our minds.
The life of the Emperor Penguin here is not just a story about survival and resistance; it is the triumph of life itself.

 Map of Route

 Services

All rates are per person in american dollars, in double twin accommodation. The prices in dollars apply for all the sales made
outside Europe. A 5% of discount will be granted for bookings of one or more consecutive voyages (except for the programa
"Atlantic Odyssey"). Please, consider that all the dates and prices are subjet to possible changes. All the trips operate with a
minimum of 70 passengers. The "Plancius" can accommodate a top of 110 passengers.

Individual occupancy (single base)
All the cabins are available for Single occupancy to 1.7 times the price for this cabin.

Services include:
 Trip on board as indicated in the itinerary
 All meals during the trip on board, including snacks, co䎭ᆀee and tea
 Free use for rubber boats and snowshoes
 Regular Transfer from the cruise to Ushuaia Airport (right after the disembarkation)
 All land tours and activities during the voyage in Zodiac boats
 Conference programs by well known naturalists and coordination by the experimented team expedition
 All taxes and port expenses during the program
 Informative reading material before embarking

Services not included:
Any air prices (regular or charter 䎶�ights), any previous and/ or later service to the cruise, transfers to the cruise; passport and visa
expenses; any arrival or return govern taxes in the country, meals on land, luggage, cancellationa and personal insurance (which is
advisable), expenses for excess luggage and any other aditional expense, such as laundry, bar, drinks or calls; also the tips to
waitresses and other personal service on board, after the trips.

 CONSULTAR

 RESERVAR

ARGENTINIAN EXPLORER
Av. Callao 531 Piso 3° Depto. “B”, (C1022AAR) Ciudad Autónoma de Buenos Aires, Argentina.
Teléfono: +54 11 4371-8055 - email: ventas@argentinianexplorer.com - Web: http://argentinianexplorer.com

